Diamond ring Ffber (DRF) is proposed to allow a high per- The simplest way to use an optical fiber for sensing is by However, when the diameter becomes too small, it will be too 73 fragile for handling. Besides the issue in durability, compared 74 to a microstructured fiber, the interaction path provided by a 75 microfiber is short and environmentally sensitive.
in the fiber [1] . Light is primarily confined within the core of suspended-core holey fiber [1, 18, 19] have been reported to im-63 prove the evanescent field exposure of microstructured fibers.
64
In fact, scaling down the core size can effectively facilitate 65 access to the evanescent field, since the guided light is no longer 66 predominantly confined to the core. Conceptually, the simplest 67 form of such a waveguide is microfiber [1] . Tapered fiber [20] , 68 for example, has been proposed to be one of the evanescent However, when the diameter becomes too small, it will be too 73 fragile for handling. Besides the issue in durability, compared 74 to a microstructured fiber, the interaction path provided by a 75 microfiber is short and environmentally sensitive.
76
In this Letter, we propose a new kind of evanescent field 77 exposed structure, named diamond ring fiber (DRF). It is hav- 
84
The proposed DRF, shown in Fig. 1(a) , is an all-silica op- to be fabricated using stack-and-draw fiber drawing technique 94 in order to be a high-quality long-length fiber.
95
The best method to create a center point in a jacket glass 96 tube is by stacking three capillaries (as shown in Fig. 2 ) with 97 the dimension calculated from the following equation: and capillaries in the preform stacking stage is required.
112
The fabrication of DRF is based on the conventional stack- The DRF cane is then pulled into a fiber form measuring DRF is shown in Fig. 3 two consecutive larger capillaries, as shown in Fig. 4 .
158
The single-and double-jacketed DRF canes are then pulled 
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The highlighted area indicates the PML. indicates the fiber core for light guiding. 
188
The simulation of the diamond ring fiber is done by parison with the experimental results, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
194
In addition, a perfectly matched layer (PML) is added, sur- loss to the wavelength at the core size of 0.8 μm.
